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‘Contact Me at Once’  
Ritual for financial matters 

 
Ideal for all matters dealing with financial 
communication. May be used when needing to secure 
a job offer from a specific company. Before or slightly 
after putting in an offer on a house and needing the 
sellers to accept quickly. All dealings with banks, 
especially when applying for loans. Dealings with the 
IRS and insurance companies. 
 
This ritual should ideally be done for eight 
consecutive nights. If that is not possible, perform as 
many nights as feasible or practical.  
 
Ritual Instructions: 
This communication ritual is most effective when 
performing during the Waxing Moon, between the 
Witch's New Moon and the Full Moon.  
For best results, perform this ritual at sunrise. The 
energies of the rising sun will help propel your work.  
 
You Will Need the Following: 

• Master of the Woods Powder 
• Calamus Root Powder 
• Mugwort Powder 
• 8 Ritual Candles 
• Juniper Smudge Bundle 
• Image of the target, business, or institution. 

This can be a logo of a company where you 
are applying for work. The logo of a bank 
where you are applying for a loan. A 
photograph of the house you wish to buy. 
Use a printed photo on basic white copy 
paper – not glossy. 

• Pen or marker 
• Fireproof surface, such as a stone or thick 

metal tray.  
• Lighter or matches 
• Biological Material or Earth from Financial 

Institution (if applicable) 

Note: Although not absolutely mandatory, the biological 
material or a small amount of earth from the financial 
institution creates a strong energetic link and significantly 
expedites manifestation. For example, if you are trying to 
buy a specific home, take a small amount of earth from its 
property. If applying for a loan from a specific bank, use a 
small amount of earth from where the bank of located. 
 

• Piece of tape to secure biological material or 
earth/dirt to photo 

 
 
Find a quiet space and time where you will not be 
disturbed. Ideally, you should be facing the sun. If that 
is not possible, anywhere near a window is fine. As 
with all rituals, your altar surface must be fireproof. 
Set all materials within close reach in your ritual 
space. You should be able to reach everything while 
remaining seated.  
  
Take a deep breath and allow your body and your 
mind to relax. Hold the target photograph between 
the palms of your hands. In your mind's eye, visualize 
the decision-maker in their current circumstances and 
surroundings. Reviewing your 
information/resume/offer/request with approval.  
 
Affirm to yourself the exact intention you are setting, 
such as: 
"{target's name} I am the ideal candidate, and you offer me 
a job NOW." 
"{target's name} sell me your house NOW." 
 
Step 1: Holding the target photograph, write their 
full name or business name on the top and bottom of 
the photograph. As you do so, look into the center of 
the photo. Consciously try to form a telepathic link 
between the decision maker's energy field and yours. 
 
Step 2: Begin chanting your mantra. As you do, write 
statement below (or something similar) on the 
photograph over and over again, until you run out of 
room: 
ACCEPT ME ACCEPT ME ACCEPT ME 
CONTACT ME NOW  
APPROVE ME APPROVE ME APPROVE ME 
 
Step 3: Pick up one Ritual Candle, slowly roll it 
between the palms of your hands. Beeswax absorbs 
energy exceptionally well. The more energy you put 
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into the candle, the more power you will receive 
from this ritual. Imagine at this very moment, 
receiving a positive call from your target. Really feel 
that the target has already reached out, and they have 
already approved you. Feel the calmness and the joy 
knowing you got your approval or acceptance. Allow 
this energy to permeate through your body, down to 
your hands, and into the candle. Feel the peace of the 
moment.  
  
Sit in this energetic harmony for as long as you feel 
comfortable. You will have an inner knowing when it 
is time to proceed to the next step. 
  
Step 4: Tape the biological material to the middle of 
the photograph while chanting your mantra. 
 
Step 5: Place the Ritual Candle on top of the target 
photo, slowly rolling the candle back and forth across 
the image. This allows the beeswax to pick up the 
energies of the target. The beeswax must become 
warm from the friction of this action. 
  
Step 6: While the beeswax Ritual Candle is still 
warm, dust the Ritual Candle with 1/3 teaspoon of 
the included Mugwort Powder, 1/3 teaspoon of the 
Calamus Root Powder, and 1/3 teaspoon of the 
Master of the Woods Powder. Create the mental and 
emotional energy of receiving positive 
communication.  
  
Step 7: Hold the Ritual Candle with one hand and 
light with the other, all while chanting your mantra.  
  
Step 8: Hold the candle at a 45-degree angle and start 
dripping the wax over your target's image. As you do 
so, continue chanting your ritual mantra. Drip a 
couple of drops right in the center of the photo. 
While the wax is still melted, place the base of the 
Ritual Candle firmly into the pool of wax. Hold it 
upright until the pool of wax hardens, and the candle 
stays upright without assistance. 
  
Note: It may take you a few attempts to get the hang of this 
holder-less method, but once you do, it will forever be in 
your occult repertoire.  
  
Step 9: Sit in a meditative state. Stare into the flame 
for a couple of minutes as you continue chanting your 
ritual mantra. Feel the serenity and joy of knowing 

that the work is done, and the energy is currently 
penetrating your target.  
 
Step 10: As the candle burns, light the Juniper 
Smudge Bundle from the flame of the candle. Juniper 
creates new beginnings and is able to quickly find new 
paths towards goals. Light one end of the Juniper 
smudge bundle and allow it to burn 10-15 seconds in 
the flame of the candle. Allow the smoke to envelop 
your body. Make sure to allow the smoke to (safely) 
cover the top of your head, bottoms of your feet, and 
shoulders. 
  
Note: This is a very strong, powerful plant and does not need 
to be burned fully during each session. Burn and extinguish 
as needed. Simply burn 1-2 inches at a time. When finished, 
firmly push down the smoldering ashes into the fireproof 
bowl. 
  
Step 11: The Ritual Candle burns 20-45 minutes. 
The burn time depends on the temperature in the 
room, any possible drafts, and the amount of herbs 
used.  
 
If the candle extinguishes itself in its own 
pool of wax, take it as a sign that the ritual must be 
repeated, up to 8 consecutive nights. Repeat ritual the 
following night, re-using the same wax-dripped 
photo, starting at Step 6.  
 
If the flame of the candle catches the photo 
on fire and consumes it, take it as a sign that the 
energies successfully permeated. Nonetheless, if your 
goal feels like it is difficult to obtain, repeat for up to 
8 consecutive nights starting from Step 1.  
 
Step 12: If by the 8th night the photo is still not 
burned, you may burn it outdoors or in a sink, 
whichever is the safest and most convenient method 
for you. 
 
Ritual Remnant Disposal: Holding the ashes from 
the ritual in your right hand, go outside and face the 
approximate direction of your target. State your 
mantra once more and blow the ashes. This will 
rapidly send the energy towards your target.  
 


